Juan Job Rodríguez

E-mail: juanjobdev@gmail.com Phone: 615.828.6010 Website: http://juanjob.info

Skills

i

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/juan-job-rodriguez-7a355280

Technologies
JavaScript | ES6 | React.js | Redux | React-Native | Angular.js | SASS
Zurb Foundation | HTML | MongoDB | Git | JSX | Jquery | Ajax
Webpack | Node.js | Ionic | SQL | CSS | Twitter Bootstrap | AWS
Drupal | Java | Grunt | Gulp | Linux | TypeScript
Adobe Photoshop | Adobe InDesign | Adobe After Effects

Work
Experience
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Language
Full Fluency in English/Spanish | Advanced Proficiency in Korean
Accenture | 2017-Present

Front End Developer
• Coded React.js, Angjular.js, Redux, HTML5, Jade, CSS3, Angular.js.
• Coded Mobile-Friendly Websites and Splashpages
• Worked with UI/UX team (nationally and internationally)
• Various Clients/Projects

CalHEERS (Accenture) | May 2017-Present
Front End Developer

• Austin Fjord Office
• Coded/Built New Features for CalHEERS Aplication
• Integrated UI and UX code
• Understood and Implemented the business logic needed
from the visual designs to build and code a production
ready product, as intended by the designers.

Chubb (Accenture) | Jan - April 2017
Front End Developer

• Coded Angjular.js, JavaScript, HTML5, Jade, CSS3
• Coded Mobile-Friendly Websites and Splashpages
• Worked with UI/UX team (nationally and internationally)
• Integrated UI and UX code

Independent Contractor | 2015-Present
Front End Developer

• Coded React, Javascript, ES6, Webpack, HTML5, Jade, CSS3, Angular.js
• Coded Mobile-Friendly Websites and Splashpages
• Various Clients

Evidence Care | May 2016 - Oct 2016
Front End Software Engineer

• Coded React.js, Redux, JavaScript, SASS
• Collaborated with project managers and back-end developers to
deliver attractive, user-facing applications in an agile sprint setting
• Designed efficient responsive front-end systems that drive complex
web applications

Work
Experience
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Groups360 | February 2016 - May 2016
Front End Software Engineer
• Coded Javascript, ES6, Webpack, HTML5, Jade, CSS3, Angular.js.
• Added new features to hotel application
• Capabile of taking designer’s design and coding them

Smartvue Corporation | April 2015-November 2015

continued

Front End Software Engineer

• Coded Javascript, HTML5, CSS3, Angular.js, Node.js
• Built iOS and Android app with Kendo Mobile and Phonegap/Cordova
• Built Mobile UI for a national cable company’s security system

Nashville Software School | Jan 2015 - April 2015
Front-end Technology Teacher’s Assistant

• Assisted main instructor in helping students understand the
foundations of front-end development by teaching HTML,
JavaScript, Git, BootStrap, JQuery, npm and Node.js

SameSub | Jan 2011 - April 2013
Lead Front-end Developer

Education
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• Developed, designed, and managed usability and SEO performance
of a social media website teaching. Worked with technoligies HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript.

Web/Mobile Programming Bootcamp | 2014
Intensive web development and software engineering school
Nashville Software School; Nashville, TN
Masters in Internet Business | 2010-2013
Masters in Internet Business, CS and Business
Pai Chai University; South Korea
Korean Government Scholar (NIIED)
Korea Language Course | 2009-2010
Cheongju University; South Korea
B.A. Business Administration | 2004-2008
UNIBE | Finance and Marketing | Dominican Republic
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Clay Hinson - Digital Technology Developer Manager
“Working with Juan on CalHEERs has been a pleasure. He is always
cheerful, ready to help and looking for ways to improve. I have seen him
progress quickly over the months he has been working on this project,
and is becoming one of our most valuable developers.

CalHEERs is an extremely complex project, and he has learned the details of this project very rapidly and has already been able to help train
new developers that have joined the project since. His consistently positive attitude and willingness to adapt are important strengths to have
on this project, and he has demonstrated both consistently.
I also appreciate his diligence in examining the visual and technical
documentation and annotating how these work together, to guide his
work. “

Anna Ownes - Program/Project Mgmt Associate Manager
“Juan began working on the CalHEERs project in May, and has been
an important part of the team from the start. It was great to see how
quickly he got up to speed and was able to start contributing to our
work. He was able to jump into a project that was already underway,
and help support the development team to keep moving forward under
our tight deadlines. This application is very complex, both in the business rules/flow - as well as the development language.

Juan brought his knowledge of React to the project, and has quickly become a key team member with our Fjord family. He has such a positive
attitude and has been a great collaborator, despite the tight timelines
and stressful nature of the project. He is a team player - always being
flexible and willing to travel to Austin when requested, to help support
our team. He has shown to me that he wants to give 100% to his work,
and takes accountability for its success. It has been a pleasure to work
with Juan on CalHEERs - and am looking forward to the future of the
project with him on the team! “

Benjamin Leffler - Content Design Associate Manager
“Since joining the CalHEERS project, Juan has been extremely positive
and a great communicator. He asks good questions and resolves issues
in real time. Juan often points out inconsistencies and shortcomings
in my documentation, which has forced me to rethink deliverables to
better serve the development team. Juan is particularly helpful when he
is on on-site in Austin, as he very collaborative and often helps us work
through complex issues before they become defects.

As Juan continues to work with our team, it would be great if he would
provide additional insight about how design can better serve development -- how deliverables could be improved, streamlining our process,
etc.
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Benjamin Leffler - Cont.
“Juan asks great questions and confirms the design team’s intentions
before committing it to code. He is great collaborator, and he is quick to
comprehend complex business rules and their impacts on the design.
As he has become more familiar with the CalHEERS project and our delivery process, Juan has started to provide valuable feedback to help us
improve our processes and documentation. I look forward to working
with Juan to continue to improve design-dev collaboration, and hope
he continues to share his perspective with the team.“

Brandy Shigemoto - Senior Visual Designer
“Since joining CalHEERs, Juan has been a great communicator with the
design team. On several occasions, he has asked both visual and UX
teams to walk him through certain sections of the application to ensure
he understood every design intention. This was extremely valuable for
both parties to ensure his build met everyone’s expectations.

Juan also does a great job catching visual design inconsistencies
between screens. His attention to detail has ensured that all states are
accounted for and are uniform with the rest of the application
Juan only recently joined the CalHEERs team but has already proven
himself a valuable team member. He is eager to learn and doesn’t
hesitate to ask questions to further his understanding of this complex
application. Juan consistently has a positive attitude throughout stressful deadlines and works hard to deliver a quality product.
Juan is always interested in learning about the design process and the
different roles that make up our team. In terms of growth, I hope that he
continues to learn more about the Fjord process and has the opportunity to contribute to the initial stages of the design phase. Through this
experience, I hope Juan will gain the confidence to push UX, content,
and visual while poking holes in their work to create an even better
product.“

Antonia Aglialoro - Interaction Designer
“It’s been a real pleasure working with Juan on CalHEERS. Even though
he only recently joined the team, his positive energy and collaborative
nature have contributed a great deal to the success to the project.

Recently, we began a new scope of work and Juan was very proactive
about reaching out to design to understand the designs and clarify
questions that he had about the documentation. His efforts to reach
out got a lot of questions answered early on and reduced the risk of
things coming up in the middle of the development process. Juan has
also done a great job of communicating with design when issues do
come up during development, helping us to quickly and effectively
resolve issues and find solutions. “
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Ivan Avila - QA Lead
“Juan is highly communicative not only with other developers but with
designers and QA. As the fjord QA lead, I find this highly commendable
especially in a project of this magnitude. Juan’s ability to break down
communication barriers mitigates misunderstanding between the
teams.“

Michael Sparks - QA Lead
“Juan has been a pleasure to work with on CalHEERs. He was brought in
to the project at a time where deadlines were looming, and had to ramp
up on the project very quickly. He was able to get caught up to speed in
no time and has been an invaluable asset to our team ever since.

Juan works very well with our Design and QA teams and communicates
well during our standups. If QA has any questions on an issue Juan
worked on Juan is very responsive and helpful. I look forward to working with him more as we continue work on CalHEERs.“

Marcus Davis - Visual Design Associate Manager
“Juan is a fantastic dev: He’s easy to work with, offers great direction,
and explains his technical needs without being confusing. His demeanor is always positive. “

